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P A P E R S H O U L D B E R E A D I N C ON J UN C T I O N W I T H F I R S T V E R S I O N .

Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.
- Albert Einstein

The power of SaaS
and Blockchain
We present to you the second
version of the whitepaper. This
whitepaper has been kept simple
to enable wider audience to
understand the details. There
would be very less technical jargon
in this document. In our opinion, if
we need to make cryptocurrency
more popular we need to make
things simpler to understand to
attract new users to this space.

Since the time we launched our
first version of whitepaper in April
2018, there have been a rapid
decline in the market cap of the
cryptocurrency ecosystem. This
has also impacted the TowerBee
project to some extent. However
we are determined to achieve the
goals
even
though,
understandably, the pace would
be slower than anticipated.

TOWERX EXCHANGE
You will not find any information about TowerX in the first version. The reason
being that TowerX came into existence after the pre-ICO round of funding.
The pre-ICO round was dominated by private investors and they wanted us to
create our own cryptocurrency exchange. Since, we are an investor friendly
company, we went ahead with the plan of creating TowerX.co .

The road ahead is
tough but we are
tougher.
The entire crypto industry is going through a
long phase of consolidation. Projects that are
able to survive this phase will become succesful.

Since the time we launched
our first version of
whitepaper on April 2018,
there have been a rapid
decline in the market cap of
the cryptocurrency
ecosystem. This has also
impacted the TowerBee
project to some extent. Due
to the decline in the market
price of ETH, the dollar
value of the funds collected
in crowdsale is about 23%
of the actual target amount.

However we are
As an example, if the
determined to achieve the
monthly cost of running a
goals even though,
server is $1500 and ETH
understandably,
price is $150, then we
the pace
would be needing
When the going gets
would be
10 ETH every month
tough, the tough gets
slower than
to keep the server
going.
anticipated.
running. If the
There are
price of ETH
Joseph P. Kennedy
certain
rises to $600,
expenses that
then it would take only 2.5
can not be reduced like
ETH to pay for the server
server costs, basic salary
costs. So, the low price of
etc. which normally
ETH results in draining of
remains fixed irrespective
resources at a much faster
of the changing market
pace.
conditions.

HONEY
BOX:
The secret
project

“

”

Honey Box is the secret
project of TowerBee.
We constantly analyse
various industries and
we are open to start a
new
project
which
enhances the value of
TowerBee.

Target Group
There are two target groups of the TowerBee project. We are committed to do the best within our
capacity to satisfy the aspirations of both the groups.
1. Cryptocurrency enthusiasts: These set of people include those who have better knowledge
than the average population about cryptocurrency. Their major interest is in acquiring TowerBee
(TBE) tokens at lowest possible price and sell or use it at maximum possible price.
2. SaaS enthusiasts: These include the users of our SaaS products whose main interest is to run
their business in an effective way by using services of TowerBee.
Note: Some users may be common to both the target groups.

TowerX.co, a cryptocurrency exchange by TowerBee
www.TowerX.co

Support@towerx.co

Bee.TowerX.co

You will not find any information about TowerX in the first version. The
reason being that TowerX came into existence after the pre-ICO round of
funding. The pre-ICO round was dominated by private investors and they
wanted us to create our own cryptocurrency exchange. Since, we are an
investor friendly company, we went ahead with the plan of creating
TowerX.co
TowerX made its humble beginning about 3 months ago. Running an
exchange requires huge amount of resources in terms of manpower,
security and infrastructure. Over the past 3 months, we have updated
many codes to TowerX. Some changes are visible on the front-end
website and other changes that are done in the back end may not be
clearly visible to the external users.
Security of funds is the top most priority of TowerX. One of the ways to
enhance security is to not leave everything to the code or software. If a
process is entirely run by software, the chances of security breach
increases dramatically. TowerX employs a combination of AI (Artificial
Intelligence) and HI (Human Intelligence) to run its services.

• TBE •

BURN
TBE tokens burnt on 30.12.2018
BEFORE
BURN

TOKEN
STATS

Total Supply………….500 Million
TowerBee…..........…180 Million
Employees………….…….5 Million
Advisors……….…………..5 Million
Public………….………..310 Million

AFTER
BURN

Total Supply………….448 Million
TowerBee……..………170 Million
Employees………….…….4 Million
Advisors…….……………..4 Million
Public……….…………..270 Million

The total circulating supply is the sum of TBE tokens available with Employees, Advisors and Public.

AI: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
We would be using high degree of AI (Artificial Intelligence) to
run our services. There is no denying the fact that AI will be
one of the most sought-after technologies in near future.

PAYMENT GATEWAY

HONEY
BOX
WHAT IS IT ?
Honey Box is the secret project of
TowerBee. We constantly analyze
various industries and we are open to
start a new project which enhances

We would be building a payment gateway as mentioned in
the first version of whitepaper. The original idea was to
support 500+ crypto currencies. But we are now planning to
make it more adaptable by giving the option to add your own
cryptocurrency. So now, the payment gateway is expected to
support any number of tokens. The level of customization
that will be available is still not fully known as this is still under
development by our team. But the risk factors like fraud,
duplicate tokens etc will be thoroughly analysed before the
customization is allowed at the user end.

the value of TowerBee. Before
starting, it will be thoroughly analyzed
whether we have the required
resources to undertake that project.
The risk-reward ratio of the project
should be good enough to be

ROADMAP

considered for the Honey Box scheme.
The community will be informed as

The original roadmap details the timeline till October 2019, by

and when such project is undertaken.

which all the services included in the first version of
whitepaper was expected to be completed. This roadmap
was without the TowerX, the cryptocurrency exchange of
TowerBee. But now since TowerX will also consume a part of
the resources, it is prudent to include it in the timeline.

MULTI-MODULE
The roadmap given on next page mentions about Multi-Module to be launched in December 2019.
Now what exactly is a multi-module? What happened to the modules mentioned in the first version
of whitepaper?
All the modules mentioned in the first whitepaper are still there and will be developed. The
difference is in the approach by which the things will be planned and executed. The original plan
was to develop various modules and after that combine it into All-in-One module. Now, we are
doing the reverse i.e. we will be developing the All-in-one Multi-Module first and after that it will
be split into smaller modules.
Why this change in approach? We have identified that by changing to this approach, we would be
able to develop the SaaS products at a much faster pace as compared to the previous approach.
Once the bigger Multi-Module is launched, the smaller modules will be clustered into 3 groups and
launched every two months.
The Multi-Module will include almost all the services mentioned in the first version. Some modules
that may not be included are the ones that are totally independent of other modules. Such
modules will be made live in subsequent releases.
Although we have set a deadline for everything, we always strive to complete things before the
deadline.

TowerBee project
roadmap V2 -->

October 2016
Contact Manager, File
Manager, Team Calendar
launched

May 2017
Integrated Chat is
launched for all modules

April 2018
Cryptocurrency accepted
as form of payment on
Towerbee.com

September 2018
TowerX is launched

September 2019

March 2016

August 2016

First line of code is
written

HR Module is launched

December 2016

February 2017

Business E-Mail is
launched

E-Mail Marketing is
launched

October 2017

January 2018

CRM is launched

All in One module
launched

May 2018

August 2018

Pre-ICO is launched

ICO is launched

April 2019

June 2019

ETH futures launched on
TowerX

Project Management
Module to be launched

December 2019

Cryptocurrrency Payment
Gateway launched

Multi-Module is launched

April 2020

June 2020

Second Breakup of MultiModule is launched

Third Breakup of MultiModule is launched

February 2020
First Breakup of MultiModule is launched

July 2020 onwards
Improvement in existing
modules + new modules as
per demand

THE
BEGINNING
31.01.2019
Prepared by: Silver Bee Consulting, the
business consulting arm of Silver Bee Group
Software Used: Microsoft Word, Human
Intelligence and Magic

